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Are Negligent Supervision Claims 'Occurrences'?
Law360, New York (November 8, 2016, 5:37 PM EST) -The Ninth Circuit recently certified a question to the California Supreme Court that
will clear up much confusion over insurance coverage for negligent hiring,
retention and supervision claims. In 2010, the California Supreme Court had a
chance to address the issue, but ducked it, because the parties did not address
it.[1] But the court did cite to two cases suggesting that such claims were not
covered. At the same time, several California courts of appeal have expressly ruled
that such claims are covered.
Now the issue is squarely presented to the California Supreme Court: “Whether
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there is an ‘occurrence’ under an employer’s commercial general liability policy
when an injured third party brings claims against the employer for the negligent
hiring, retention, and supervision of the employee who intentionally injured the third party.”[2]
The issue arises under standard form general liability insurance policies. The insuring agreement
promises to pay “those sums that the insured becomes legally obligated to pay as damages because of
‘bodily injury’... .” The “bodily injury” must be caused by an “occurrence.” And an “occurrence” is “an
accident, including continuous or repeated exposure to substantially the same general harmful
conditions.”
Under a common fact scenario, an employer hires or retains some employee who does bad things to
third parties — like sexual assault (as in the case of Ledesma), or race discrimination or fraud. The third
party then sues not only the bad actor for the bad acts, but also the employer for having
hired/retained/supervised the employee when the employer should have known better. Is the
employer’s breach of duty an “occurrence,” that is, “an accident”? That is where courts divide.
The coverage issue first distinguishes between intentional conduct and negligent conduct on the part of
the employer. Under the doctrine of respondeat superior, employers can be vicariously liable for the
torts of their employees, when those torts are committed within the scope of employment.[3] An
employee’s intentional tort can fall within the scope of employment even if the action that caused the
injury was unauthorized by the employer. Courts will apply respondeat superior liability to employers
when an employee’s misconduct was foreseeable, or “not so unusual or startling that it would seem
unfair to include the loss resulting from it among other costs of the employer’s business.”[4]
At issue, then, is whether respondeat superior activity constitutes an “occurrence,” or “an accident.”
California courts have repeatedly defined “accident” as an “unexpected, unforeseen, or undersigned
happening or consequence from either a known or unknown cause.”[5] An important component of this

definition is that an “accident” is viewed from the perspective of the insured who is seeking coverage.[6]
Thus, no “accident” occurs if the insured acts with intent to injure and the intended injury results. But if
the insured did not intend the acts or injury — which is what is alleged in a negligent supervision claim
— then the injury is deemed to be caused “by accident,” even if someone else may have acted willfully.
For this reason, numerous courts have held that an innocent but vicariously liable employer may have
coverage under a general liability policy for its vicarious liability arising from the uncovered, intentional
acts of its employees.[7] The basis for such coverage comes from the many cases addressing coverage
under section 533 of the California Insurance Code and in their finding that section 533 does not bar
coverage when the insured is not personally at fault. Section 533 of the California Insurance Code
provides: “An insurer is not liable for a loss caused by the willful act of the insured; but he is not
exonerated by the negligence of the insured, or of the insured's agents or others.” Many California cases
have confirmed that section 533 does not preclude indemnification for vicarious liability.[8] Justice J.
Walter Crosky explains why section 533 does not bar coverage for negligent supervision claims (and why
negligent supervision claims should be covered under a general liability insurance policy):
The public policy underlying section 533 — to deny coverage for and thereby discourage
commission of willful wrongs — is not implicated when an insurer indemnifies an “innocent”
insured held liable for the willful wrong of another person: “The public policy against insurance
for losses resulting from such [willful] acts is usually justified by the assumption that such acts
would be encouraged, or at least not dissuaded, if insurance were available to shift the financial
burden of the loss from the wrongdoer to the insurer. This policy, however, does not apply when
the wrongdoer is not benefited, and an insured who is innocent of the wrongdoing receives the
protection afforded by the contract of insurance.[9]
Several courts, however, have found that negligent supervision claims are not “occurrences” under
general liability policies. In a case from the Northern District of California, the insured was charged with
negligently hiring and supervising a cab driver who molested a child passenger. The court found that the
negligent hiring was neither the cause of the injury nor the accident: “The hiring of [the molesting
employee] merely created the potential for injury to [the claimant] but was not itself the cause of the
injury.”[10] The court thus relied on a distinction that some courts have made “between the immediate
circumstances which inflict bodily injury and the antecedent negligence which sets in motion a chain of
events leading to that injury.”[11]
Such cases, however, would seem to invite a journey down endless rabbit holes. How can one
distinguish between mere creation of a “potential for injury” and “the cause of the injury”? Isn’t the
latter, in fact, caused by the existence of the former? How can an injury be caused without a potential
for that injury in the first place? At what point does the potential become actual? In truth, these
questions arise out of negligent supervision claims themselves, and rightly so. But as long as the law
recognizes the existence of these claim, coverage law need not be drawn into the same issues. If an
employer “negligently” hires/retains/supervises an employee, and the employee does something bad to
some third party, then the hiring/retention/supervision should be regarded as “accidental,” and
therefore an “occurrence.”
Whether the California Supreme Court agrees with this analysis remains to be seen. In any case, its
decision, one way or the other, will likely have dramatic effect on whether such claims will be covered
under general liability insurance policies.
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